SECOND DECLARATION OF DPK REVOLUTION DISABLEMENT

On 22 July 2014, I saw one more sabotage deed, edit my blog that is “….No
scientific ulema ahlil-bait is Pure Islam Source….” At post of The Theory of
Di Persimpangan Kutub whereas I did not write thus. I wrote that ulema ahlilbait is pure Islam Source. On 22 July 2014 same as Tuesday 24 Ramadan
1435 Hejira, I declare for first declaration: that DPK revolution already
disabled. I felt very sad, disappointed and angry. I was tired, confront
sabotage action which many and direct happen to my blog. DPK Revolution
which already disabled will not direct in old shape/Ore. Disabled DPK
Revolution /DDR or DPK Blog Impurity Zone/DBIZ will replaceable with New
Revolution/NR namely DPK Blog Rescuer Revolution /DBRR or DPK Blog
Cleanse Zone/DBCZ. Be declaration also that might will not exist any new
post or pages and continuation for any or some unfinished article on post and
page which did not need continuation such short story and DPK concept.
New Revolution/NR will use new strategy namely which be explanation by
this secret formula:
RB=MicW,tectdo[ory]pndr, cpy3,ac3rprnt3^I^scnPI)E__-->*~?->I,?!?[],=….#Die! Or other new formula which stronger.
If I write any new page or post in Ore or Unsafe Zone/UZ, I should put antisabotage link which contain chosen information or complete information
about this new page/post because whole or some content at UZ might
damage or change to other information which get sabotage situation which
make you are not understand!! You can compare whatever information you
read at any post and page at UZ with any information in DBCZ. However, if
still happen sabotage although in DBCZ, I hope you succeed send any
information to me to inform me about anything you think it might be sabotage
incident from my enemies. And I hope can send you the true information,
might in various method WHICH MIGHT SAVE TRUE & original INFORMATION
from any sabotage action. DBCZ try to save any true/original information from
any sabotage action. DBCZ not exist yet, if exist, It might in anti-sabotage
link only. I will make Declaration of DBCZ existence . Any post and page
which from DBCZ will has this symbol, that is *, such this sample:

*Declaration of DBCZ existence For New DPK REVOLUTION*
Any matter or title must between these star symbol for show it come
from DBCZ.
If you see and hear anything about my this DPK blog content which you treat
as misbehave, illicit, untrue, not nice, this very perhaps is not my writing but
made by people who sabotage who edit my blog. Send your comment for ask
whether the matter is my writing or not. Insya-Allah I reply if God destine and
if your succeed send your comment to me which I can get and read it.
THAT MUCH
THE FOUNDER OF Di Persimpangan Kutub Concept
FRIDAY 27 Ramadan 1435 Hejira/ 25 JULY 2014

